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CES 2018: Vewd Tunes 
In Smart TV OS
THANKS IN PART TO Google’s Android TV, Roku and platforms from Samsung and LG 
Electronics, the market for smart TV operating systems is already pretty crowded. Vewd 
apparently thinks there’s room for at least one more.

Vewd, formerly known as Opera TV, used CES to introduce a smart TV OS of its own, 
and will look to carve out differentiation with a system that doesn’t require individual 
downloads of apps by instead tapping into a platform that loads from the proverbial 
cloud. Vewd holds that this approach enables it to surface video faster while still provid-
ing a conduit to the wide, wide world of OTT services.

Among other claims, Vewd said its OS for smart TVs also provides a guide that unites 
VOD, live TV and thousands of apps, and will include support for voice-driven navigation. That will be matched up with a 
data-driven analytics platform.

Vewd did not announce any partners for the new OS at the show, but promised that it will announce some soon from 
“leading manufacturers,” noting that TV makers/original equipment manufacturers don’t tend to discuss those details until 
they have a device that’s ready to ship.

For more from this blog, go to multichannel.com/Jan15. 

VIDEOPHILE 
Mobile Video 
Continues  
Its Climb
REFLECTING THE shift in view-
ing habits, trends indicate that 
more than 60% of video plays 
will be on mobile devices by 
mid-2018, Ooyala predicted in its 
Q3 2017 Global Video Index. 

In Q3, mobile video view-
ing starts climbed nearly 12% 
from the year-ago period, the 
company reported, noting its 
most recent study marked the 
sixth consecutive quarter in 
which mobile devices accounted 
for more than half of all online 
video starts. 

Ooyala said long-form video watched on smartphones jumped nearly 77%, and 70% on tablets in Q3 2017. 
From a demographic standpoint, men 18-49 tended to be the biggest adopters of video on smartphones. 

Ooyala based its study on anonymized online video metrics from the “vast majority” of the company’s 500-plus cus-
tomers, which combined have an audience of hundreds of millions of viewers worldwide. — Jeff BaumgartnerA
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“The only CES press release I actually read. ;)” 

— Dave Zatz (@davezatz), gadget blogger for ZatzNotFunny, posting an an-
nouncement from the Consumer Technology Association about how a rare, heavy 
rainstorm was to blame for a power outage (pictured) last Wednesday (Jan. 10) at 
the Las Vegas Convention Center that caused havoc for attendees and exhibitors.

“CES journos seem most wowed by 2 things so 
far: Samsung’s 146” ‘Wall’ TV and LG’s rollable 
OLED TV. — 2 things that probably will be in 
fewer than 50 living rooms this time next year. #shinyobjects”  

— Phillip Swann (@SwanniOnTV), publisher of TVAnswerman.com, offering some criticism about what captured attention at the show in Las Vegas. 

Jeff Baumgartner

NUMBER

20% 
The percentage of time that 
consumers worldwide spend 

devouring video each day, 
according to a TiVo study of 
8,500 pay TV and over-the-
top video subs in the U.S., 
Europe and Latin America. 

TiVo’s survey also found 
that 90% of households 

are currently paying for a 
traditional pay TV service, 
and more than 60% also 
subscribe to a streaming 
service such as Netflix, 
Amazon Prime or Hulu. 

“Way too  
much is thrown 
around about  
$8 billion.”  

— Randy Freer, Hulu—s CEO,  
speaking  at a keynote session at CES 

2018 in Las Vegas, in response to 
the hubbub about OTT rival Netflix 

earmarking up to $8 billion 
for content in 2018. —Hulu has the 

access to $20 [billion] to $30 billion 
worth of content,— he added, alluding 
to Hulu partners/owners that include 

NBCUniversal, The Walt Disney Co., 
21st Century Fox and Time Warner. 
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